
ESÉLY= a chance for Equal Support and Educational Liberty for You 

Our school, the ’ESÉLY Kövessi Erzsébet Vocational and Secondary Grammar School’ is 
opened for the claims of our changing society and based on the cooperation of the young and 
the adults. 

On the one hand we want to help disadvantaged social groups to get into the labor market, on 
the other hand we would like to prevent and overcome ethnic discriminations.  

 

ACCREDITED  SECONDARY  STUDIES  
 

Owing to dynamic development and adaptability, our school was able to introduce accredited 
secondary professional training on regular and correspondence school courses as the first 
stage of the successive training of the Bolognese System. 

We await  students into different classes. 

 Those who have finished the 8th grade of primary school and want to get a profession 
we wait into the 9th grade of the vocational school 

 Those who have finished the 8th grade of the primary school and want to take GCE 
exam and possibly want to study at a university or college we wait into the 9th grade 
of the secondary school 

 Those who are older than 16 but do not have certification from the 8th grade we wait 
into the preparatory course. 

 Those who are older than 15 but do not have certification from the 8th grade or have 
tried to finish the 9th grade of secondary school many times unsuccessfuly we wait 
into the „Dobbantó”class (it means springboard).  

 Those who has difficulties in learning and are eager to learn a trade, we wait into the 
classes of different professions. 

Our students have to learn a foreign language to be able to fulfill the expectations of the 
market, both in Hungary and abroad, so they can choose from studying English or German.  

From 2004 we completed our education and started teaching as a vocational school as well. It 
gives graduation with catering and tourism specialization. Our education has been widen with 
a grammar school for adults in September 2009. 

Our training supply is changing continuously according to the expectations of our students 
and the labor market. Craftsman trades and vocational trainings are offered by our school. We 
began to teach the following trainings in 2009/2010 school year. 

 



 

The trainings are:  

 1, shop assistant 

   2, cabinet maker 

   3, basket maker and wicker furniture maker 

   4, dressmaker 

   5, cook 

   6, carpet maker 

   7, waiter 

   8, floral designer and decorator 

   9, computer serviceman and computer maintainer 

From September 2010 we are launching a new training as well. This is: 

   10, painter 

All our trainings are 2-or 3-year courses and require the completion of the 8th or 10th grade. 
As these professional trainings are for the needs and demand of the labour market and our 
students we are offering great possibilities for our pupils.  Besides  basic professional training, 
a complex training system enables our students to enter tertiary and post-graduate  
professional training.  Our school would like to provide the EU programme of Life-Long 
Learning for our students with a multi-cycle successive training course system and 
professional extension training possibilities. The need for learrning for a lifetime has grown in 
Europe, where social and economic changes are becoming much faster. These challenges 
have become essential parts of our daily life which has increased the need for continually 
refining and renewing  professional knowledge. 

To make school life better, more efficient and interesting students can choose from different 
free time activities, such as indoor and outdoor sport activities, craftsman, library, sport and 
lovari language study circles. 

 


